Targeted Home Learning
Subject: Computer Science

Year: 11
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Describe the steps you’d take when performing a linear search on the table above in
order to find the letter ‘D’:

Outline any benefits or drawbacks of a linear search algorithm:
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Describe the steps you’d take when performing a binary search (Divide and
Conquer)on the table above in order to find the letter ‘G’:

Outline any benefits or drawbacks of a binary search algorithm:

Targeted Home Learning
Subject: History

Year: 11
Half Term 5 – Year 11 Weekly Home Learning
Week 1 –
Choose a period when your site was particularly busy. Explain how a historian might use the physical remains of the
site to investigate different activities at the site during that period. Use physical features of the site as well as your
knowledge to support your answer. [20]
Spelling, punctuation and grammar and the use of specialist terminology [5]

Week 2 –

According to historian Harriet Harvey Wood in her book The Battle of Hastings: The Fall of Anglo‑Saxon England

(2008), after William had won the Battle of Hastings, ‘There were continual risings against William all over the
kingdom’. How far do you agree with this view? [20]

Week 3 –
What can Source A tell us about Nazi control of German society between 1933 and 1939? Use the source and your
own knowledge to support your answer. [7]
Source A – An extract from a radio report, recorded on 30 September 1933 inside Oranienburg, one of the early
concentration camps. The report was broadcast on Germany’s international radio station, both in Germany and
abroad. REPORTER: The fellow German standing before me, this convicted Communist, doesn’t know me and I don’t
know him. He has not been coached for this but has just been called over to us. You don’t have to worry, you will
not be punished even if you tell me that you are dissatisfied. You need say nothing more than the truth.
PRISONER: Yes sir.
REPORTER: Tell us how you feel about the food.
PRISONER: The food here is good and plentiful.
REPORTER: Has anything at all happened to you here?

PRISONER: Nothing has happened to me.

Week 4 –
‘Hitler’s establishment of a dictatorship between January and July 1933 was achieved by legal means.’ How far do
you agree with this view? [18]

Why has increased government involvement in public health since 1900 often been unpopular? Explain your
answer. [10]

Week 5 –
‘Beliefs and attitudes were the most important factors preventing improvements in public health in the period 1250
to 1750.’ How far do you agree? Give reasons for your answer. [18]
‘Overall, Viking settlement had little impact on Britain’. How far do you agree with this statement? Give reasons for
your answer. [18]
What was the impact of Viking contact with Constantinople and the Byzantine Empire? Explain your answer. [10]

Week 6 –
1 (a) Give one example of how Vikings typically entertained themselves. [1]
(b) Name one of the islands or groups of islands off the coast of Scotland that the Vikings had attacked by 850. [1]
(c) Give one example of a Viking man-made object that might be found in an archaeological dig. [1]

Imagine you are a guide at your site. If you want visitors to understand why your site was important in history,
either locally or nationally, which features of the site would you show them and why? Use physical features of the
site as well as your knowledge to support your answer. [20]
Spelling, punctuation and grammar and the use of specialist terminology [5]

Targeted Home Learning
Subject: Drama

Year: 11
Answer these exam questions
1- How would you direct the actor playing Edward in one key
scene of your choice? Justify your reasons.

2- How would you direct the actor playing the Narrator in one
key scene of your choice? Justify your reasons.

3- Explain how a designer may emphasise the social and/or
historical context in one key scene of the performing text you
have studied.

4- Explain what three vocal skills you could use when performing
the role of Mrs Johnstone. Justify your reasons.

5- Describe a suitable costume for the character of Sammy.
Justify why your choices are appropriate.

